General Installation Technique

Set up your StratoSpire and zip open the vestibule in which you want to install the SideCar. The SideCar fits both the StratoSpire 1 (SS1) and StratoSpire 2 (SS2) but is shifted right or left depending on the model. Note the diagram above and the clips marked “SS1” and “SS2”.

1. **Apex Strap**
   Attach the clip to the fly ring (where the interior attaches) and use the adjustment buckle to tighten or loosen the strap until the top of the SideCar is 36 inches (91 cm) above ground.

2. **Right Side Floor Straps**
   Clip front corner to ring at fly perimeter low corner. For SS1, use middle clip; For SS2, use outside clip.
   Stake rear corner to ground at perimeter hem. For SS1, use middle clip; For SS2, use outside clip.

3. **Left Side Floor Straps**
   Clip front corner to ring at fly perimeter low corner. For SS1, use outside clip; For SS2, use middle clip.
   Stake rear corner to ground at perimeter hem. For SS1, use outside clip; For SS2, use middle clip.

4. **Vestibule Edge Floor Strap**
   Clip to vestibule ring or ground stake depending on stake position and vestibule tension.